Social identity is embodied identity. erefore, in order to come to terms with cultural complexity, we must come to terms with the implications of embodiment. Attention to corporal performance of social identity is critical to the project of intersectional theory. In any given encounter, an individual is unlikely to keep intersecting facets of her identity "in mind," but without conscious analysis she will perform her complex identity "in body." e body is where cultural complexity takes place. I focus on the dynamics of cultural complexity in the exchanges of Jesus of Nazareth with those he encountered; or, more humbly, in representations of those dynamics-representations which are already informed by the culturally complex worlds of their creators. As a case study, I focus on the story of the Syrophoenician woman from the Gospel of Mark. I argue that explicit attention to the embodiment of cultural complexity helps us better appreciate what is at stake in Mark's representation of Jesus' exchange with his stubborn interlocutor.
How did cultural complexity play out in the first-century Mediterranean world, not on a grand scale, but in daily life?
1 How did anyone manage I am interested in the dynamics of cultural complexity in the exchanges of Jesus of Nazareth with those he encountered; or, more humbly, in representations of those dynamics-representations which are already informed by the culturally complex worlds of their creators. Social identity, I argue, is always embodied identity, and so I argue that in order to come to terms with cultural complexity we must come to terms with the implications of embodiment. In any given encounter, an individual is unlikely to keep intersecting facets of her identity "in mind," but without conscious analysis she will perform her complex identity "in body." e body is where cultural complexity takes place.
As a case study I will focus on the story of the Syrophoenician woman from the Gospel of Mark, arguing that explicit attention to the embodiment of cultural complexity helps us better appreciate what is at stake in Mark's representation of Jesus' exchange with his stubborn interlocutor. I hope the broader implications and potential of the theoretical approach I propose will be clear.
Bodies and Intersectional Identity
We may describe an individual as a man-a Galilean-a speaker of Aramaic-authoritative-powerful. is verbal description is sequential, with attributes listed as though they are independent of one a nother. However, in body, those attributes-and myriad othersare simul taneously expressed. Feminist social scientists use the term "intersectionality" to capture the interplay of identity categories, especially marginalized or stigmatized identities.
2 Although one or another 2) Jennifer Nash defines intersectionality as "the notion that subjectivity is constituted by mutually reinforcing vectors of race, gender, class, and sexuality" ("Re-thinking
